Synopsis

Designed to help eliminate errors by making dosing information readily accessible, this pocket dosing guide includes recently approved drugs, summaries of black box warnings, and FDA-regulated pediatric dosage on all drugs for which such dosing exists. The guide is organized by approved and therapeutic class for fast access and includes keys to common drug-related abbreviations, weights and measures, conversions, and formulas.
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Customer Reviews

You know your medicine. You know what you want to prescribe, or the class of drug, but you need the dose or you want a reminder if there is another option. Bingo. Invaluable; I hate to practice without it in my pocket.

Computers are great but this book fits in a pocket. I also like being able to see medication options grouped by diagnosis/conditions. I used to get these free from drug companies. I guess those days are over. Oh, and I also like the vaccine/Ig section.

I purchased one of the for myself an 09’ and even one for my Dr. He was using an 03’. So, I upgraded his to a 2012 version. I however lost mine so I needed a new one and this is great. Anyone who has to take a lot medications should invest in one of these for your pun library in addition to the full size PDR that describes the medication, used and side effects. A must have for
anyone who wants to know more about what and why you take what you do. Plus the desk PDR is a must to make sure of a dose.

This pocket guide fits easily into your pocket and gives a fair amount of useful information. Many uncommonly used meds are missing which limits it’s usefulness

I bought it for one of my clients (MD), and she really love the compact size of it and the accuracy

I had a previous version of this guide. It became outdated so I purchased this updated version. It is very handy just to grab from my desk drawer to look up a medication when helping someone who is trying to select a Medicare Drug Plan.

It really helps me out a lot since I'm extern in to be a Pharmacy Technician. I like it a lot.
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